A multiscale spatiotemporal model explains succession in the early infant gut microbiota as a switch from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism
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Abstract

The human intestinal microbiome starts to form immediately after birth, and can greatly influence the health of the infant. During the first days facultative anaerobic species generally dominate, followed by a dominance of strictly anaerobic species, particularly Bifidobacterium species. An early transition to Bifidobacterium is associated with health benefits. To study the mechanisms of this transition and its hypothesised relation to oxygen, we introduce a multiscale mathematical model that considers metabolism, spatial bacterial population dynamics and resource sharing. Based on publicly available metabolic network data, the model predicts that differences in oxygen availability explain some of the observed individual variation in succession to anaerobic species. The model also predicts that anaerobic Bifidobacterium species become dominant through metabolizing lactose with a suboptimal yield, but a higher anaerobic growth rate than its competitors. The current work is the first step towards a more comprehensive understanding of the formation of a steady state adult colonic microbiota.

Introduction

The intestinal microbiota is key to human health and disease [60]. The composition of the adult microbiota differs from person to person, and it is partially established in the infant. The composition of the infant microbiota likely impacts infant health and development. Thus it is important to understand the factors that contribute to the formation of the infant microbiota.

The community types of the infant microbiota differs greatly from those of the adult microbiota. In the infant, three main community types are observed: (1) Proteobacteria-dominated, often Enterobacteriaceae such as Escherichia coli; (2) Actinobacteria-dominated, nearly always Bifidobacterium spp.; (3) Bacilli-dominated, which is less frequent [18]. None of these community types are primary community types in adults. They establish sequentially through a characteristic succession. In the first 24 to 48 hours after birth, the Proteobacteria and Bacilli clusters are the most common [18,57]. In the following weeks Proteobacteria clusters are often replaced by Actinobacteria, whereas Bacilli clusters are succeeded by either Proteobacteria or Actinobacteria. Other anaerobic species are also found, but typically do not dominate. The main Actinobacteria in the infant gut are Bifidobacterium species [18]. The genus Bifidobacterium is of particular interest in the infant microbiota. It is not abundant in the adult gut because the presence of lactose, the most abundant glycan in human milk and most infant formulas, is essential for acquiring high levels of Bifidobacterium [23]. Bifidobacterium spp. is associated with a range of health benefits. For example, early succession to a Bifidobacterium spp. dominated microbiota in early infancy correlated with a reduced probability to be underweight at 18 months of age or to be overweight at 7 years of age.
The mechanisms underlying the ecology of the infant microbiota are still elusive. Shifts are attributed to developmental changes in the environment, such as weaning or the maturation of the gut, and to qualities of the microbial species themselves [18]. A possible trigger for the replacement of the main Proteobacteria, Enterobacteriaceae, facultative anaerobes, by the main Actinobacteria, Bifidobacterium spp, obligate anaerobes, is depletion of a hypothesized initial amount of oxygen [46]. Oxygen is known to diffuse into the gut lumen from the body, and be depleted by microbes, colonocytes and by non-biological chemical processes in the cecal contents [26]. The depletion of oxygen is considered to be consistent with a rapid consumption by the facultative anaerobes [26]. However, it remains unclear to what extent oxygen is depleted created due to oxygen consumption of the bacteria, or due to non-microbial processes in the gut or consumption by colonocytes [26,39]. Other potentially relevant mechanisms in the succession to Bifidobacterium spp, include the strength of indirect competition of Bifidobacterium spp., which can dominate the gut even in the absence of Bifidobacterium-specific nutrients [8].

Acetate and lactate produced by Bifidobacterium spp. also contribute to the acidification of the infant gut, which suppresses many pathogens [20]. These data suggest that Bifidobacterium spp. positively affect the infant host. A key question, therefore, is if and how Bifidobacterium can be promoted. The composition and further development of the infant microbiota is thought to be determined by many factors, including nutrition [4,8,67], i.e. human milk or infant formula.

To explore the key conditions and mechanisms for shifts to Bifidobacterium-rich community types requires insight into the underlying metabolic and ecological mechanisms [10]. Many previous models of the human microbiota make use of mathematical models to provide metabolic insight [43]. FBA works by mathematically analysing the flux of metabolites through a metabolic network [48]. This network is made up of reactions, each of which specifies input and output metabolites. FBA requires constraints on metabolic uptake and an objective function, which represents the metric that should be optimized, usually biomass production. Together with the constraint that there must be an internal steady state - there can be no net change of metabolites within the cell - these are used to calculate what reactions should be used to maximize the objective function. This set of reactions and the flux through them is the outcome of FBA. Earlier approaches have introduced spatial FBA models of metabolizing microbial communities [43] including spatial models suitable for the gut microbiota [6,12,32]. SteadyCom focused on generating plausible stable human gut communities using a FBA framework to integrate bacterial models [12]. This framework required the assumption that the entire system is in a steady state. In contrast, BacArena [6] and our own approach focused on individual populations in a system that is not necessarily in a steady state [32]. This allows for the modelling of dynamic environments and populations. SteadyCom [12] and our own approach [32] were hampered by the lack of curated genome-scale models (GEMs) of the key species found in the human gut microbiota. BacArena incorporated seven species from the AGORA set [6]. AGORA includes 773 semi-automatically reconstructed GEMs of human gut bacteria, including all major infant species [42].

The infant colon presents several unique obstacles that preclude the use of these existing models created specifically for the adult gut. They do not cover the dynamic changes in populations during the initial colonisation and subsequent succession phases, which are distinctive features of the infant colon [18,23].

To explore the development of the gut microbiota and potential factors promoting succession by Bifidobacterium spp, here we present a computational model of microbial ecology in the infant gut based upon our previous model of the gut microbiota [32]. We represent the first three weeks of development of the infant microbiota in a spatial context. Metabolism is simulated on the level of local populations using flux balance analysis (FBA) with additional constraints representing metabolic trade-offs in the bacteria. Using this model, we find that the dominance of Bifidobacterium spp, the presence of other species, and the initial dominance of Enterobacteriaceae can be explained through the initial presence and microbial depletion of oxygen, combined with their unique metabolisms.
Fig 1. The multi-scale metabolic model
(A) Schematic of the model at a system level. Circles represent bacterial populations, color represents species. Flow through the tube is from left (proximal) to right (distal). Lactose is placed at the proximal side. Output metabolites are examples, and depend on bacterial metabolism. Lattice dimensions and ratio are schematic. (B) Screenshot of the bacterial layer of the model at a single timepoint. Color indicates species, brightness indicates growth rate on the current step. (C) Screenshot of lactose concentration of the model corresponding to B. Intensity indicates concentration. (D) Screenshot of lactate concentration of the model corresponding to B. Intensity indicates concentration. (E) Histogram displaying the distribution of change in Gibbs free energy for each non-zero FBA solution over 30 runs of the model.

Results

Model outline

The aim of our modeling approach was to provide insights into the dynamics and factors involved in the first 21 days of development of the infant microbiota. We focused particularly on succession in the newborn infant gut, and how this can be explained from the perspective of bacterial metabolisms.

The infant colon is represented by a regular square lattice populated with simulated bacterial populations (Fig 1A). Each lattice site can contain metabolites and a single population of a single species. Metabolites enter the system on the proximal side in periodic meals every three hours (Fig 1A-1). Bacterial populations diffuse through swaps of the content of adjacent lattice sites (Fig 1A-2). Metabolites diffuse between adjacent lattice sites (Fig 1A-3) and advect to more distal sites (Fig 1A-4). Metabolites that leave the system on the distal side (Fig 1A-5) are removed.

Bacterial populations can grow in their local lattice site depending on the available metabolites, and will divide when they grow too large. To calculate growth and metabolic output, we use FBA. FBA utilizes a reaction network and an objective function to calculate what set of reactions maximizes flux through an objective function. We calculate FBA solutions individually for each local population at each timepoint. Each species is represented by a GEM specific to that species. The FBA solutions depend on both the local metabolite concentrations in the model, which function as uptake reaction...
bounds, and the GEM used. We set an objective function in our models requiring only ATP, and returning ADP and $P_i$. This makes the reaction only use energy, not mass. We also use a flux limit that caps the maximum amount of metabolic flux an FBA solution can have to a value relative to the local size of the population. This alters what FBA solution is reached, and also causes a minimal solution under many conditions.

From the AGORA dataset we selected 15 species, prevalent in the earliest infant gut microbiota \cite{4,16,42} (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Anaerobic?</th>
<th>Reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Bacteroides vulgatus</em></td>
<td>Bacteroidaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bifidobacterium breve</em></td>
<td>Bifidobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bifidobacterium longum ssp. infantis</em></td>
<td>Bifidobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>B. longum ssp. longum DJO10A</em></td>
<td>Bifidobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Blautia hansenii</em></td>
<td>Lachnospiraceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Collinsella aerofaciens</em></td>
<td>Coriobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dorea formicigenerans</em></td>
<td>Lachnospiraceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Parabacteroides distasonis</em></td>
<td>Porphyromonadaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ruminococcus gravis</em></td>
<td>Lachnospiraceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Veillonella dispar</em></td>
<td>Veillonellaceae</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Enterococcus faecalis</em></td>
<td>Enterococcaceae</td>
<td>Facultative</td>
<td>1174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Enterobacter cloaceae</em></td>
<td>Enterobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Facultative</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Escherichia coli SE11</em></td>
<td>Enterobacteriaceae</td>
<td>Facultative</td>
<td>2356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lactobacillus gasseri</em></td>
<td>Lactobacillaceae</td>
<td>Facultative</td>
<td>1163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Streptococcus salivarius</em></td>
<td>Streptococcaceae</td>
<td>Facultative</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters of the system were determined based on a number of sources including the typical length and diameter of the infant colon \cite{13,66} and an estimation of the colonic transit time \cite{34,54}; a complete description is in Section Parameters. No data was available for the flux constraint, the growth per unit of ATP, and the input of new bacterial populations. For these parameters we have performed a sensitivity analysis around the default parameter set shown in Table 2.

We initialize the system by placing many small populations of all species randomly across the lattice. We run the model in timesteps, each of which we define to be three minutes of real time. A timestep proceeds as follows: first the uptake bounds for each population are set according to the local concentration of metabolites. Water is always available. Each local population performs its metabolism, and the local metabolite concentrations are changed accordingly. Populations may now also divide, if they have grown too large for their lattice site. Populations and metabolites then diffuse. To mimic colonization with new species through feeding each empty lattice site now has a small probability to be filled with a new bacterial population selected at random from all available species (Table 1).

In all experiments, a pulse of lactose is introduced every three hours to all lattice sites in the six most distal columns, to mimic feeding. Lactose is treated like any other metabolite. In some simulations, we initialize the system with oxygen spread evenly across all squares. Oxygen is not moved distally like other metabolites are, but it is diffused.

Figures 1 B-D show screenshots of a typical simulation. Many populations are present across the simulated gut (Fig. 1B, color code in Table 1). Lactose is introduced at the proximal side, advects distally and diffuses (Fig. 1C). It is taken up by the populations, which use it to grow (indicated by brightness in Fig. 1B), producing metabolites including lactate (Fig. 1D). Some metabolites can, in turn, be further metabolized to drive growth (Fig. 1B). In total, 723 extracellular metabolites are described in the model, but only 17 of these are typically found in our simulations. Of these, the screenshots display only the input metabolite lactose and the produced metabolite lactate.

We recorded the metabolic and bacterial composition of the model at each timestep. We also recorded the metabolites flowing out of the distal end.
Checks for imbalances

To ensure the biochemical correctness of the FBA solutions we checked each in two ways for possible imbalances. We first checked the mass balance of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon atoms exchanged with the environment by each bacterial population each step. Because the objective function does not remove any mass, and there are no other sinks, there should be no net change in atoms due to the calculated fluxes. This check uncovered two errors in glycogen metabolism in several metabolic models, that resulted in the energetically favorable destruction of intracellular protons. We replaced the reactions responsible for this erroneous energy source (SI Table). We also checked each solution for thermodynamic plausibility, using a dataset of Gibbs free energy for common metabolites [24,47]. Calculating the free energy of all inputs and outputs at each step allowed us to detect any potential FBA solutions that would erroneously increase the amount of free energy in the system. 99.9999% of all fluxes of Fig. 2 contained less free energy in the output than in the input (Fig. 1E). The remainder all had an amount of energy in the outputs equal to that of the inputs and very low growth rates, less than 0.001% of the average growth rate. The sum of these growth rates over 30 runs was less than 0.0002 population units. Additional checks showed that none of the models could have flux through their objective function while the uptake for all metabolites except water was set to 0. After applying these corrections we concluded that the system conserved mass and energy.

Model predicts *Bifidobacterium* dominance through metabolism under anaerobic conditions

After establishing mass and energy conservation, we first studied the behavior of the mathematical model for anaerobic conditions. Fig. 2 summarizes the results of 30 simulations (part of a simulation is recorded in S2 Video). After 21 simulated days (10080 timesteps) *Bifidobacterium* spp. had become the most abundant in all runs (Fig. 2A), a typical situation found in infants of a corresponding age [4,19]. Also in agreement with *in vivo* infant data, the model predicted the presence of resident populations of *Escherichia coli*. Our model also often predicted considerable levels of *Blautia hansenii*, which is only occasionally present in the infant colon [4]. We will investigate the ecological role of this species further in section Non-*Bifidobacterium* species benefit from lactate consumption. Other species experienced an initial growth, but declined after day 2. These species had abundances either lower or not significantly higher than their initial abundance after 21 simulated days (p > 0.05, two sample t-test).

We next analysed the metabolites found in the simulated fecal output over the last two days of the simulations. We measured metabolites diffusing or advecting out of the distal end of the gut every step, summing over every 60 timesteps. We found considerable amounts of acetate, formate, lactate, hydrogen, ethanol, and succinate (Fig. 2B). All other metabolites (other than water) were present in much smaller quantities. The high abundance of acetate and lower abundance of lactate agree well with the fecal composition of three month old formula-fed infants [45], and is characteristic of microbiota dominated by *Bifidobacterium* spp. Acetate and lactate are produced by *Bifidobacterium* spp in the characteristic bifid shunt, which produces acetate and lactate in a 3:2 ratio [15]. Formate, hydrogen, ethanol and succinate are also all reported in infant feces [9,25,59,64].

Emergent crossfeeding

The high abundance of *Bifidobacterium* spp. and the growth of *E. coli* and *B. hansenii* (Fig. 2A) in conjunction with the high abundance of secreted metabolites (Fig. 2B) suggested that production of metabolites by *Bifidobacterium* spp. might support additional species. To further analyse such crossfeeding interactions we next analysed the spatial distribution of the primary Bifidobacterial metabolites. From day 19 to 21, lactose was present mostly proximally (Fig. 2C), lactate was most present in the middle of the colon (Fig. 2D), and acetate was most present distally (Fig. 2E). To analyse the role of *Bifidobacterium* spp. in shaping this metabolic pattern, we analysed the location of populations from day 19 to 21 (Fig. 2F). *Bifidobacterium* spp was consistently located proximally,
Fig 2. Bifidobacterium spp become dominant anaerobically and mostly proximally with a unique metabolic profile

(A) Abundances for grouped species over 21 days. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30. 

(B) Distribution of metabolites exiting the system distally over the last two days (960 timesteps) of the simulation. n=30. 

(C) Spatial distribution of lactose over the last two days (960 timesteps) of the simulation. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation, measured over the runs. n=30. 

(D) Spatial distribution of lactate over the last two days (960 timesteps) of the simulation. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation, measured over the runs. n=30. 

(E) Spatial distribution of acetate over the last two days (960 timesteps) of the simulation. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation, measured over the runs. n=30. 

(F) Abundance per location for grouped species over the last two days (960 timesteps). Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30. 

(G) Metabolism of lactose by grouped species. All data from last two days. n=30. 

(H) Metabolism of lactate by grouped species. All data from last two days. n=30.
whereas the other species were consistently located more distally. These results suggested that separated metabolic niches had formed in the simulated colon, potentially supporting cross-feeding interactions. To analyze potential crossfeeding interactions we summed the net flux of lactose and lactate for *Bifidobacterium* and for all non-*Bifidobacterium* species grouped together. *Bifidobacterium* spp was the largest consumer of lactose (Fig. 2G) and both the largest producer and consumer of lactate (Fig. 2H). However, the non-*Bifidobacterium* groups consumed more lactate relative to their lactose consumption. From this, we hypothesized that *Bifidobacterium*’s primary niche is the consumption of lactose, while one or more other niches exist for the other species around lactose or lactate consumption. Combined with the observation (Fig. 2D) that lactate concentration is lower in the distal colon, we can conclude that the population at the distal end of the simulated colon consists at least partially of cross-feeders.

**Metabolic specialisation on lactose is concentration dependent**

Next we asked why *Bifidobacterium* is so strongly present proximally (Fig. 2F). We analysed the ATP production of the three most prevalent species in the experiment of Fig. 2 for varying concentrations of lactose (Fig. 3A). To ensure they only grew on lactose we performed separate simulations of a single timestep. At high lactose concentrations *Bifidobacterium* had a higher ATP production per timestep than any other species (Fig. 3A). At lower lactose concentrations, *E. coli* and *B. hansenii* produce ATP at a faster rate than *Bifidobacterium*. This is a result of the populations being limited in how much metabolism they can perform per timestep. Given unlimited lactose, *Bifidobacterium* spp. uses fewer reactions in its central carbon metabolism than the other species in Fig. 3A (31 for *Bifidobacterium* spp., 70 for *E. coli*, and 35 for *B. hansenii*). This allows it to metabolize more lactose and produce more ATP per timestep within the flux limit, despite its lower yield per unit of lactose. This metabolism is the experimentally observed bifid shunt. [15].

**Lactose uptake through the bifid shunt is essential for *Bifidobacterium* dominance**

To determine whether the bifid shunt is essential to *Bifidobacterium* dominance in the simulation, we disabled the bifid shunt by blocking all flux through fructose-6-phosphate phosphoketolase and ran 30 experiments. Fructose-6-phosphate phosphoketolase is unique to and necessary for the bifid shunt, and characteristic of *Bifidobacterium* as a genus [14]. In the absence of fructose-6-phosphate phosphoketolase *Bifidobacterium* cannot metabolize lactose through the usual metabolic route, but instead uses a route involving phosphofructokinase. This route produces less ATP on the same concentration of lactose. *Bifidobacterium* was dominant in none of these thirty simulations (Fig. 3B). Instead, *E. coli*, *B. hansenii* and *Bacteroides vulgatis* were dominant. This indicates that the bifid shunt is crucial to the dominance of *Bifidobacterium* in our model.

**B. hansenii but not *E. coli* depends on crossfeeding**

We next analyzed how, alongside the dominance of *Bifidobacterium*, other species could stably persist in the model. We observed that the non-*Bifidobacterium* species did not occur as strongly proximally as *Bifidobacterium* spp. (Fig. 2F). More distal parts of the colon have a lower lactose concentration compared to the proximal part (Fig. 2C), and in the presence of low concentrations of lactose some non-*Bifidobacterium* species such as *E. coli* produces more ATP per timestep than *Bifidobacterium* spp. (Fig. 3A). We therefore hypothesized that these non-*Bifidobacterium* species outcompete *Bifidobacterium* on low-concentration lactose in the model. To test this, we disabled the uptake of lactose by non-*Bifidobacterium* species. To rule out the possibility that the initial populations of non-*Bifidobacterium* species would die out before *Bifidobacterium* had produced sufficiently high-levels of crossfeeding metabolites, we ran 30 simulations in which lactose consumption was disabled after 10 days. This led to a sharp population decrease of non-*Bifidobacterium* species from this point onwards (Fig. 3C). *E. coli* had a near-zero abundance at the end of the simulations with lactose disabled. *B. hansenii* also had a significantly smaller population compared to the baseline...
Fig 3. *Bifidobacterium* and *E. coli* require lactose, but *B. hansenii* requires lactate

(A) Growth (through ATP production) per timestep by lactose concentration for some major bacterial species using our FBA with flux limit method. Water uptake was unbound. (B) Abundances for grouped species over 21 days. The bifid shunt was disabled for all *Bifidobacterium* species. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30. (C) Abundances for grouped species over the full length as in B, but with lactose disabled for non-*Bifidobacterium* species. n=30 (D) Abundances for grouped species over the full length of the simulations as in B, but with lactose disabled for non-*Bifidobacterium* species from 4800 steps (10 days) onwards. n=30 (E) Growth (through ATP production) per timestep by lactate concentration for some major bacterial species using our FBA with flux limit method. Water uptake was unbound. (F) Abundances for grouped species, with lactate consumption disabled for all species. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30.
(p<0.01, two sample t-test), but still had a presence (Fig. 3C). This indicates that B. hansenii, in contrast to the other non-Bifidobacterium species, is capable of sustaining itself on a different substrate than lactose.

**Non-Bifidobacterium species benefit from lactate consumption**

To further analyse how B. hansenii could grow in the absence of lactose, we investigated the substrates used by non-Bifidobacterium species in the model. Lactate is the second most consumed carbohydrate in the model, after lactose. It is primarily produced by Bifidobacterium and taken up by most species in our model (Fig. 2D). **Bifidobacterium** takes up lactate in our model and converts it into pyruvate catalyzed by lactate dehydrogenase. **Bifidobacterium** then further converts pyruvate to acetate. E. coli and B. hansenii also produce pyruvate from lactate, but use different methods to further metabolize the pyruvate, and produce more ATP from lactate than **Bifidobacterium** at any concentration (Fig. 2D). We hypothesize that **Bifidobacterium** cannot compete with E. coli and B. hansenii species on lactate. This could explain the existence of B. hansenii even without lactose uptake.

To investigate the role of lactate in feeding secondary populations, we blocked the lactate uptake reaction for all species and ran 30 model 30 (Fig. 2E). Final B. hansenii populations were much smaller than in simulations with functional lactate uptake, not even significantly larger than the initial populations (p>0.05, two sample t-test). E. coli populations were also significantly smaller than those in simulations with lactate uptake, but also significantly larger than their initial population at the start of the run (p<0.05, two sample t-test). **Bifidobacterium** populations were similar to these in the first experiment (Fig. 2A). The average B. vulgatus population was also higher than in the previous experiment due to a single run with high B. vulgatus. Overall, these results show that in our model B. hansenii requires lactate to sustain a population, but neither **Bifidobacterium** spp. nor E. coli do.

**E. coli outcompetes Bifidobacterium by taking up early oxygen**

In the anaerobic experiments that we have done so far, **Bifidobacterium** quickly dominated the population, but in vivo studies find that during the first few days species of the Enterobacteriaceae cluster are dominant [4,18]. We examined whether initially present oxygen in the gut could suffice to explain early dominance of Enterobacteriaceae followed by dominance of **Bifidobacterium** spp, a common hypothesis [46,57]. This oxygen could have diffused through the gut wall [26] and accumulated in the newborn infant gut in the absence of microbes [37]. We ran the model with an initial 0.1 µmol of oxygen per square. This oxygen was allowed to diffuse, but was not moved distally every timestep, thus mimicking an early presence of oxygen. Interestingly, this relatively small pulse of initial oxygen sufficed to reproduce the pattern observed in vivo: E. coli is initially dominant and **Bifidobacterium** becomes dominant after a few weeks of simulated time (Fig. 3A, S3 Video and S4 Video). The initial presence of oxygen also strongly affected the other species in the model - B. hansenii remained practically absent, while B. vulgatus had a higher abundance in the first days of the simulation compared to our experiments without initial oxygen.

It is known that intraluminal oxygen diffusion depends on host tissue oxygenation and colonic blood flow [1,69]. In absence of precise data on the concentration and variation of oxygen levels in the infant gut, we tested oxygen values from 0.1 to 10 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site. E. coli to remained dominant for longer at higher initial concentrations of oxygen (Fig. 4B), while succession took much longer, or did not occur at all within the simulated timeframe (Fig. 4C). Over 30 simulations initialized with oxygen at 10 µmol per lattice site **Bifidobacterium** either dominated the population or remained much smaller with few intermediate cases leading to a bimodal distribution (Fig. 4D). This prediction matches in vivo observations: in some infants Enterobacteriaceae dominate the microbiota during the first 21 days [18]. The proportion of infants dominated by Enterobacteriaceae varies depending on the study populations, but can be e.g. 51% after 21 days, similar to the 50% that we observe [18]. However, it is also known that these inter-individual differences are affected by delivery mode and gestational duration [18].
Fig 4. Initial oxygen leads to initial *E. coli* dominance and succession by *Bifidobacterium*

Abundances for grouped species. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30. (A) 0.1 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site (B) 1 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site (C) 10 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site (D) Distribution of total *Bifidobacterium* abundance at 21 days (10080 timesteps) performed with 10 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site n=30. (E) Growth (through ATP production) per timestep by lactose concentration for some major bacterial species using our FBA with flux limit method. Water and oxygen uptake were unbounded. (F) Abundances for grouped species with oxygen uptake disabled for *E. coli*. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30.
We further examined the causes of *E. coli* dominance over *Bifidobacterium* in our model. Fig. 4E shows that under aerobic conditions *E. coli* has a much higher energy production per timestep than *Bifidobacterium* for all concentrations of lactose, even though *Bifidobacterium* also produces more ATP than it does under anaerobic conditions. *B. hansenii*, in contrast, does not use oxygen in its metabolism at all in the model.

To test if the direct uptake of oxygen was indeed responsible for *E. coli*’s dominance of the microbiota, we disabled the oxygen uptake of *E. coli* for 30 simulations with 1 µmol initial oxygen per lattice site initial oxygen. Under these conditions, *E. coli* failed to dominate the population (Fig. 4F), and other non-*Bifidobacterium* species such as *Enterobacter cloacae* became dominant in the early stages (Fig. 4F). They did not maintain their position for as long as *E. coli* did, and are eventually replaced by a population composition similar to that from the anaerobic experiments. Altogether, the model predicts that *E. coli* relies on direct consumption of oxygen to dominate the microbiota under aerobic conditions in the model. It also indicates that some other bacterial species in our model can benefit from aerobic conditions, but do not have an anaerobic metabolism competitive enough to sometimes become dominant over *Bifidobacterium* as *E. coli* can.

Sensitivity analysis

Although many of the parameters values in our model were based on data, a number of key parameters remained undetermined, in particular the flux constraint, the growth per unit of ATP, and the input of new bacterial populations (Table 2). To test the effect of these parameter values on the system, we performed a sensitivity analysis under anaerobic conditions.

We first systematically varied the flux limit (Fig. 5 A), which represents the maximum allowed, summed metabolite flux sustained by all reaction in a local population in a single timestep. The flux limit is crucial for a diverse microbiota in which *Bifidobacterium* can become dominant. Increasing the limit to values higher than our default (Table 2) led to a much weaker dominance of *Bifidobacterium*, and further increase to *Bifidobacterium* no longer being dominant. It was overtaken by other species whose metabolisms were more efficient under these conditions. Making the limit infinite (i.e. removing it) led to the practical extinction of *Bifidobacterium* in the model. Without the flux limit, *Bifidobacterium* also no longer uses the bifid shunt. Lowering the flux limit below the default led to a decrease in diversity, with only *Bifidobacterium* remaining, with a much smaller population size. This is also an unrealistic condition - other species are known to coexist with *Bifidobacterium* even when it dominates the microbiota.

We also systematically changed the growth ratio (Fig. 5B). The growth ratio represents the ratio between ATP production and population growth. At a higher ratio, less new population is formed with the same amount of ATP production. An increase of the growth ratio compared to our default parameters (Table 2) led to a much smaller population for all species, but especially the non-*Bifidobacterium* species. This indicates a much lower level of secondary consumption, as various metabolisms are no longer productive enough to exceed the death rate. A decrease in the growth ratio led to much larger populations for all species, particularly The non-*Bifidobacterium* species. This might indicate that there is a more complete fermentation of secondary products with this larger population.

Removing colonization, the continued influx of populations after initialization of the simulation, led to all non-*Bifidobacterium* species going extinct in 7 out of the 30 runs, and all *Bifidobacterium* species going extinct in 6 out of 30 runs. This extinction did not occur in any of the runs with colonization. Increasing the colonization to be above the default value led to a slightly larger but still generally small population for these species. We have maintained it at a moderate level, to show that the system is robust against invasion, and prevent unrealistic complete extinctions from taking place.
Fig 5. Sensitivity analysis for estimated parameters
Abundances for grouped species over time with different parameters. One day is 480 timesteps. Shaded area indicates one standard deviation. n=30. (A) Effect of flux limit on abundance of *Bifidobacterium* spp. and other species (B) Effect of amount of ATP required for growth on abundance of *Bifidobacterium* spp. and other species (C) Effect of variation in colonization per step per square after the initial population has been placed on abundance of *Bifidobacterium* spp. and other species.
Discussion

To develop new hypotheses for the development of the infant gut microbiota, we have presented a dynamic multiscale model. Our simulations suggest that the initial dominance of Enterobacteriaceae, particularly *E. coli*, over *Bifidobacterium* is mediated through the initial presence of oxygen. Our model predictions on oxygen also suggest that variations in oxygen may explain some of the observed variation in infant *Bifidobacterium* abundance. An absence or strong delay of *Bifidobacterium* development is also observed in some infants [19]. While it is known that there is variation in colonic oxygenation [109], the range of this variation in newborns is not known. Our model suggests that oxygen might be an important influence on the microbiota development. Supporting this, in an *in vivo* study of premature infants, those given supplemental oxygen for longer were more likely to have a strong Enterobacteriaceae signature in their gut microbiota [63]. However, this study was purely observational, and only very few subjects developed a *Bifidobacterium* microbiota, even among those not given supplemental oxygen. Nonetheless, it might be desirable to lower oxygen concentration faster to achieve the positive health effects of *Bifidobacterium* more consistently. This may be manipulable through the infant’s nutrition. The direct oxidation of lipids and other organic substrates may contribute to creating anaerobic conditions in the colon [26]. This may allow for a decrease in oxygen in the colon without stimulating facultative anaerobic bacteria. There are also indications that short-chain fatty acids produced by *Bifidobacterium* may play a role in decreasing oxygen levels by stimulating the oxygen use of colonocytes [39]. Although the decrease of oxygen through short-chain fatty acids may play a role in decreasing the oxygen concentration in the gut lumen, our model predicts *Bifidobacterium* is not competitive against facultative anaerobic species such as *E. coli* under aerobic conditions, and cannot reach a large population size under aerobic conditions.

Our simulations also suggest that the dominance of *Bifidobacterium* in the anaerobic infant system can be explained from its bifid shunt metabolism that allows for lactose to be digested faster, despite the ATP yield per molecule of lactose being lower than that of other species. This is a result of our imposition of metabolic limitations. The bifid shunt in our model is an example of overflow metabolism, a common mechanism in bacteria, first characterized in *E. coli*, whereby growth rate is maximized by only generating a part of the potential ATP yield [29]. This process only occurs under resource rich conditions - in our model this process also only occurs at high local levels of lactose. At lower levels of lactose, *Bifidobacterium* in our model switch to a metabolism with a higher yield, which has also been described *in vitro* [15]. The primary difference from *E. coli* here is that for *Bifidobacterium* both metabolisms are anaerobic. Overflow metabolism is found across a wide range of organisms, being known as the Crabtree effect in yeasts and as the Warburg effect in cancer cells [17].

The FBA with flux limit method we use to implement metabolic limits is similar to Flux Balance Analysis with Molecular Crowding [7], which we have used in our previous model [32]. However, in the absence of good reaction-specific thermodynamic information for our current model, we do not utilize the reaction-specific technique of crowding coefficients. We instead base a flux limit only on the size of the local population, which is sufficient for modeling this overflow metabolism [44].

In terms of metabolites produced by *Bifidobacterium* metabolism, the model predicts an acetate:lactate ratio of about 3:1, comparable to that of formula-fed infants [45,50]. A possible cause is the considerable consumption of lactate by *Bifidobacterium* populations in our model (Fig. 2G). Strong lactate uptake has only been found *in vitro* when *Bifidobacterium* was grown in co-culture with lactate consuming bacteria [22]. Disabling lactate uptake by *Bifidobacterium* in future versions of the model might lead to higher lactate concentrations in the system. As we have found that lactate is an important crossfeeding metabolite, this might enable different or larger non-*Bifidobacterium* crossfeeding populations.

We do observe a notable production of ethanol (Fig. 2B). Ethanol is only rarely reported in feces *in vivo* [25]. However *Bifidobacterium* is known to be capable of producing ethanol *in vitro* [15]. This discrepancy might be explained by the lack of gut wall absorption in our model, through which ethanol can be taken up particularly easily [52]. While newborns have reduced ethanol dehydrogenase activity compared to adults, they are capable of metabolising ethanol [35]. We do not expect a large
effect on the metabolism or composition of the microbiota if this were to be implemented - ethanol is little used by the microbiota in our model.

In addition to the dynamics of Bifidobacterium, our models also suggests niches for the existence of other species, particularly B. hansenii and E. coli. A notable discrepancy between the model and the known in vivo data is the large presence of B. hansenii in the model without initial oxygen. While Bifidobacterium and E. coli are frequently abundant in vivo, B. hansenii is present only marginally [4]. Other species that fill the same lactate-consuming niche as B. hansenii in our experiment are quite common in vivo [5].

Our modeling approach is similar in a broad sense to several previously published frameworks, such as Steadycom, BacArena, and COMETS [6,12,31]. For example, Steadycom has previously been used to study longitudinal variation in microbiota occurence, though in an adult context [11]. Our model is distinguished primarily by the focus on carbon dissimilation and by the focus on the infant gut microbiota. While useful as frameworks for many applications, we chose to continue developing our own line of gut models based on our previous work [32]. The previous model on a dynamic, evolving microbiota was a good fit to the infant gut microbiota, which is characterised by a succession of species. It also allowed for the easy integration of advection and a reasonably low computational overhead. Nonetheless, further integration of methods would allow for better comparison between models, and our model could potentially be implemented in the new COMETS 2 framework [21].

We have generated testable hypotheses on the causes and mechanics of succession in the infant gut microbiota, potentially laying a base for nutritional interventions that could improve the health of infants. It should be emphasized that the current and future work on this model represents a tool for generating hypotheses, and to test potential mechanical explanations. We cannot fully represent the complexities of the infant gut microbiota, and any generated hypotheses must necessarily be validated in in vitro and in vivo conditions. Detailed analysis of the infant microbiota has revealed a species composition that is much more diverse in both species and metabolites than our model results show [3][4]. There is future work to be done to further study the relevant factors in the infant gut, and to bring these results into a more realistic model context. We aim to do so by integrating prebiotics and protein content of nutrition into the model. This may lead to the existence of more niches, and a diversity closer to that of the in vivo system. We will also continue to improve the metabolic models, such as by disabling reverse lactate dehydrogenase in Bifidobacterium. This may lead to novel future insights on the interactions between different infant nutrition and succession in the infant microbiota.

Methods

We use a spatially explicit model to represent the newborn infant colon (Fig. 1B). Our model is based on an earlier model of the adult gut microbiota [32]. The model consists of a regular square lattice of 225 by 8 lattice sites, where each lattice site represents 2mm by 2mm of space, resulting in a infant colon of 450mm by 16mm. Each lattice site can contain any number of metabolites of the 723 types represented in the model in any concentration and a single simulated bacterial population. The metabolism of these bacterial populations is based on genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs) from the AGORA set of species-specific GEMs [42]. From this set, we have chosen 15 GEMs based on a consortium of known infant microbiota species [4][16]. Their metabolic inputs and outputs are calculated using Dynamic Flux Balance Analysis [68] with a limit to the total flux through the network [44]. The effects of the FBA solution are applied to the spatial environment and then recalculated each timestep, creating a spatial dynamic FBA (sdFBA).

We identify the two narrow ends of the rectangle with the proximal and distal ends of the colon. In each timestep metabolites both diffuse and flow from the proximal to the distal end. To mimic adhesion to the gut wall and mixing through contractions [3], bacterial populations diffuse, but do not flow distally as metabolites do.

At the start of each run, we initialize the system with a large number of small populations. We let these perform their metabolism each timestep. They take metabolites from the environment, and deposit the resulting products. We let the populations grow and divide according to their energy
output. Both the initial placement locations and movement of the populations is random, introducing stochasticity in the model. The system develops differently depending on initial conditions, into a diverse and complex ecosystem.

### Species composition

Each population is represented by a genome-scale metabolic model (GEM) of a species. 15 different metabolic models are used in our spatially explicit model (Table 1), selected based on previous research [16]. From this list of genera, the most prevalent species within that genus in the vaginally born newborn data set from Bäckhed et al. was used [4]. One group from the list could only be determined at the family level - Lachnospiraceae. *Ruminococcus gnavus* was chosen to represent this group, based on its high prevalence among this group and the prior inclusion of species from the *Blautia* and *Dorea* genera [55]. Because the genus *Bifidobacterium* is known to be particularly diverse [65], we represented it with models of three different strains. All models are based on the GEMs created by Magnúsdóttir et al. in the AGORA project [42].

### Bacterial metabolism

#### FBA with flux limit

Each timestep of the model, a modified version of Flux Balance Analysis with a total flux limit is used by each population to determine what reactions it should use to achieve the most biomass production from the metabolites available to it [44, 48]. First, each GEM is converted to a stoichiometric matrix $S$. All reversible reactions are converted to two irreversible reactions, so that flux is always greater than or equal to 0. All reactions identified as exchange, sink, or demand in the metabolic reconstruction are marked as exchange in the matrix. Each timestep, all reactions are then assumed to be in steady state:

$$\frac{d\vec{x}}{dt} = \mathbf{S} \cdot \vec{f} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

Where $\vec{x}$ is a vector of all metabolites and $\vec{f}$ is a vector of all metabolic fluxes through each reaction in the network. Reactions that take up metabolites from the environment are constrained by an upper bound set dynamically by the environment [68]:

$$\vec{f} \leq \vec{f}_{ub}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

These represent the limited availability of most nutrients from the environment. Only water uptake is unbound. There is an additional constraint on the total flux [44]:

$$\sum f_i \leq B \cdot a$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

where $B$ is the size of the local bacterial population, and $a$ a scaling factor. This functions as a limit on the total flux through the system.

FBA then identifies the solution space that adheres to these constraints and from this spaces identifies the solution that optimizes the objective function. Our objective function takes ATP and returns ADP, $P_i$, and a proton. Our FBA is performed using the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK).

The solution consists of a set of exchange fluxes and a growth rate. These exchange fluxes are taken as the derivatives of a set of partial-differential equations to model the transport of intermediary metabolites (see below). The size of the population increases in proportion to the growth rate produced by the solution.

The addition of a flux limit constraint is similar, to previous models [44]. Our method is also similar to FBA with molecular crowding in that we use an additional constraint to model metabolic capacity [7]. However, we do not utilize the necessarily reaction-specific crowding coefficients.
Checking the validity of the GEMs

All GEMs used in the model were tested individually to ensure that they could grow on a substrate of lactose. Only *Veillonella* did not pass this test, which is consistent with experimental observations [53]. *Veillonella* did pass when lactate, a common infant gut metabolite, was used instead. We also tested all GEMs individually for spurious growth in absence of substrates. To this end, all uptake bounds except water were set to 0. None of the GEMs grew under these conditions. All models were tested for having a net neutral exchange of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen at each timestep of the model during the experiments. This process revealed a discrepancy in several reactions, where protons were destroyed. We corrected these reactions (Table S1). With the corrections we applied to the model, these tests always passed - allowing for rounding errors of less than $1 \cdot 10^{-8}$ µmol per FBA solution.

The thermodynamic correctness of all reactions was checked by calculating the net difference in Gibbs free energy between input and output metabolites, using a pre-existing dataset of thermodynamic source data [24]. The conditions assumed for the calculation of the Gibbs free energy were a pH of 7 and an ionic strength of 0.1M [24]. This was recorded for each population at each timestep over the course of a full run of 10080 timesteps. 99.9999% of all FBA solutions in the experiment of Fig. 2 passed the test by containing less free energy than the associated inputs (Fig. 1E). The remaining 0.0001% all had an amount of energy in the outputs equal to that of the inputs. All of these solutions had very low growth rates, less than 0.001% of the average growth rate.

Changes from AGORA

We use updated versions of the AGORA GEMs [41], to which we have applied checks and modifications. Firstly, the objective function was changed from the biomass reaction included in the models to a reaction only requiring ATP production. As this reaction yields only ADP and P_i, it is mass-neutral. This allows us to focus on carbon dissimilation within the GEMs, and the differences in underlying metabolism. ATP yield has been a good proxy for biomass production in previous studies [58]. Focusing on carbon dissimilation means we can leave all unknown uptake bounds at 0, instead of using an arbitrary or randomized level, as in some other studies [6,12].

We also checked the metabolic networks for reactions that allow for the occurrence of unrealistic FBA solutions, and we have added additional reactions. In the *Bifidobacterium* models the ATP synthase reaction was made reversible. This allows it to function as a proton pump, which *Bifidobacterium* uses to maintain its internal pH [50]. Lactose permease reactions were added to all *Bifidobacterium* species in the model [38] based on those available in other models in the AGORA dataset. Combined with the existing reactions in the model and the metabolic constraints this leads to a set of reactions simulating a realistic bifid shunt yield of 5 mol ATP, 2 mol lactate and 3 mol acetate per mol of lactose [61]. Lactose permease was also added to *Streptococcus salivarius* and *Ruminococcus gnavus* to bring them in line with existing literature on their in vitro behavior [33,40]. *Veillonella dispar* is the only species in the model that does not have any lactose uptake [53]. A complete list of changes is presented in supplemental file S1 Table.

Environmental metabolites

We modeled a set of 723 extracellular metabolites - the union of all metabolites that can be exchanged with the environment by at least one GEM in the model. In practice, only a fraction occurs in any reaction that has flux over it, and only 17 metabolites are ever present in the medium in more than micromolar amounts in our experiments outside of the sensitivity analysis.

To mimic advection, the complete metabolic contents of the lattice are moved towards the distal end by one lattice site per timestep, i.e. once every 3 simulated minutes. This leads to an average transit time of approximately 11 hours. Due to diffusion the first metabolites of a food input will emerge from the distal end after around 10 hours, in agreement with the observed cecum to rectum transit time in newborns [34,54]. Metabolites moving out of the distal end are removed entirely and analysed separately (see Section ‘Analysis’ for detail).
Every timestep all metabolites diffuse between adjacent lattice sites and are added and removed by bacterial populations, yielding

\[
\frac{dc(\vec{x},t)}{dt} = \vec{F}(\vec{x},t)B(\vec{x},t) + \frac{D}{L^2} \sum_{\vec{i} \in NB(\vec{x})} \left( c(\vec{i},t) - c(\vec{x},t) \right) .
\] (4)

All lattice sites initially contain water as their only metabolite, except for the aerobic conditions where oxygen is added. The upper uptake flux bound \( f_{ub} \) of each metabolite exchange reaction is given by the local concentration

\[
f_{ub} = c(\vec{x},t)
\] (5)

Metabolites representing the food intake are inserted into the first six columns of lattice sites every three hours (60 timesteps) to approximate a realistic interval for neonates [30]. It consists solely of lactose, in a concentration in line with human milk [5], assuming 98% host uptake of carbohydrates before reaching the colon, a commonly used assumption [12]. Water is provided as a metabolite in unlimited quantities. No other metabolites are available, other than those produced during as a result of bacterial metabolism within the model.

**Initial conditions**

The simulation is initialized by placing a number of very small populations of the various species randomly across different lattice sites of the environment (Table 2). This is considered to be equivalent to a plausible initial total load of approximately \( 3 \cdot 10^{10} \) units, assuming a total colon volume of approximately 88 ml. As there is little information on the relative abundance of species in the very early infant gut, we place all species at equal abundance. In oxygenated conditions, oxygen is also placed as a metabolite now. Water is always considered to be present everywhere. No other metabolites are initially present except for the first feeding.

The ratio of population to bacterial abundance was chosen as a balance between a high bacterial resolution and computational complexity, as the metabolism of each population is calculated independently per timestep. This resolution splits the infant microbiota into approximately 1-600 units (depending on conditions), allowing for the presence of species at relatively low abundances. There is no hard limit on the number of populations in the model - it is limited only by the balance between growth (through consumption) and death.

**Population dynamics**

Each local population solves the FBA problem based on its own possible reactions, a set flux limit, and the local concentrations of metabolites at each timestep, and applies the outcome to the environment and its own size. If an adjacent lattice site is empty, large populations (200 times the initial size, Table 2) split into two. Each new population is then assigned half of the old population, in such a way that the total size is preserved. To mimic colonization events new populations are introduced at random into empty lattice sites during the simulation with a small probability (Table 2). The new population is equal in size to an initial population. Each population dies out at a probability of 0.75% per timestep.

To mimic the spread of the bacterial populations, the lattice sites swap the population contents with adjacent lattice sites each timestep. Random lattice sites are taken and swapped with a random adjacent lattice site using the Moore neighbourhood. This only affects any present population or populations, not the metabolites. No lattice site is swapped more than once per timestep. The lattice site swaps are repeated until no more swaps are possible, i.e. all lattice sites that have not been swapped only have adjacent lattice sites that have been swapped. This procedure is similar to one commonly used for modelling liquid solutions [62]. This method of movement does not allow populations to move out of the gut.
Analysis

At each timestep we record the location and exchange fluxes $\vec{F}(\vec{x}, t)$ as well as the size $B(\vec{x}, t)$ of all populations. This is used to analyze both population composition and metabolic fluxes over time and space. In addition, each timestep we record the location and quantity $\vec{c}(\vec{x}, t)$ of all metabolites present in more than micromolar quantities. We also record this metabolite data for all metabolites exiting the system at the distal side. This is considered the closest equivalent to a fecal composition in the model, and these results are compared to data from in vivo fecal samples.

To detect any irregularities, we also record the net carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen flux of every population and the system as a whole. The difference in Gibbs free energy per timestep is also recorded per population and over the whole system. Estimated Gibbs free energy is derived from the Equillibrator database [47]. Energy loss $g$ per step per population is recorded as follows, where $j$ are metabolites, $F$ is the fluxes and $E$ contains the Gibbs free energy value for each metabolite,

$$ g = \sum_j F(j) \cdot E(j) \quad (6) $$

For specific experiments, reactions are removed from the models. This is performed by deleting some reactions from the GEM before the conversion to the stoichiometric matrix. For other experiments, the uptake of certain metabolites is disabled. This is done by placing the upper flux bound $f_{ub}$ of the exchange reaction at 0 for the relevant populations.

Parameters

Relevant parameters are listed in Table 2. Based on measurements of the typical length and diameter of the infant colon [13][66] we estimated a volume of 88 ml. Combined with the average abundance per ml of around $10^{10}$ after the first days [49], this leads to a very rough estimate of $10^{12}$ bacteria in the young infant colon. To remain computationally feasible, while still modelling at a high resolution, we divide this population into units of at most $1 \cdot 10^{10}$. Local populations at or above this limit will divide into two equally sized populations when space is available. This prevents the local population from becoming unrealistically high. Local populations of more than $2 \cdot 10^{10}$, which can only form if no space is available to divide for a longer time period, cease metabolism.

Table 2. Default parameters of the model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timestep</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lattice site length</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>millimetre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of the lattice</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>lattice sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the lattice</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>lattice sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon transit time</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of initial populations</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial size per population</td>
<td>$5 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>number of bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size required for division</td>
<td>$1 \cdot 10^{10}$</td>
<td>number of bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death probability</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>per timestep per population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux limit</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>µmol flux per step per $1 \cdot 10^{10}$ population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New species placement probability</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>per timestep per empty lattice site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion</td>
<td>$4.4 \cdot 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>cm²/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth per µmol ATP</td>
<td>$2.5 \cdot 10^7$</td>
<td>number of bacteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactose input</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>µmol per three hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lactose input is estimated from the known intake of milk, its lactose concentration, and an estimate of pre-colonic lactose absorption of 98%. [2][12]. Little data is available on the growth rate of bacteria within the human colon. Growth rates are expected to be much lower than those found in in vitro cultures of individual species [28]. In absence of precise data for infants, here we use a value based on the estimated doubling time of the whole gut microbiota in mice, 5.8 h [27]. The colonic transit
time is based on data for total transit time gathered with carmine red dye [54], adjusted for the mouth to cecum transit time [34]. The timestep interval was set at three simulated minutes, to be able to capture individual feedings at a high resolution. Other parameters were determined experimentally to reach plausible outcomes on a metabolic and species level while maintaining computational feasibility.

Implementation

The model was implemented in C++11. This code was based on one used earlier to model the gut microbiota [32]. The GEMs are loaded using libSBML 5.18.0 for C++. We use the GNU Linear Programming Kit 4.65 (GLPK) as a linear programming tool to solve each FBA with flux limit problem. We use the May 2019 update of AGORA, the latest at time of writing, from the Virtual Metabolic Human Project website (vhm.life). Thermodynamic data is extracted from the eQuilibrator API (December 2018 update) [47] using Python 3.6. Model screenshots are made using the libpng16 and pngwriter libraries. Other visualizations and statistical analysis were performed with R 3.4.4.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Table of changed or deleted reactions.csv
A table of changes made to the AGORA models as a .csv file.

S2 Video. Video of the first 5000 steps of a run without initially oxygenated conditions

S3 Video. Video of the first 1300 steps of a run under initially oxygenated conditions

S4 Video. Video of step 9000 to step 10000 of a run under initially oxygenated conditions

Data availability

The code and data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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